Take along the learning fun with Scout & Friends!

Get ready for school!
Scout & Friends toys help children build important preschool and kindergarten skills while encouraging pretend play anytime, anywhere!

My Talking LapPup™
6-24 months

My Own Story Time Pad*
2+ years

Chat & Count*
18+ months

My Own Leaptop™*
2+ years

Count & Draw*
3+ years

Scribble & Write*
3+ years

Get more ideas to support your child’s learning at:
leapfrog.com/learningpath

*Products sold separately, and may not be available in all countries. Actual products may vary.

Share the Learning
Visit leapfrog.com/learningpath to see the skills your child is exploring during play.

Register your product online!
You can also sign up to receive learning progress updates, articles, product news and special offers from LeapFrog.

leapfrog.com
Core Learning Skills
Learning fun from music to counting to movements!

The Alphabet
During the Alphabet Song the display screens let children help recognize/recognize each letter as they sing along and assists them in learning alphabetical order.

Numbers and Counting
The Numbers Song helps children see that numbers follow a specific order and can be used to represent the number of objects in a set.

Shapes
The Shapes Song helps children recognize the names of shapes circles, squares and triangles.

Animals
Children can learn the names of different animals and the sounds they make by singing along to Old McDonald.

Music
As children sing, dance and move along to fun songs, they can build a sense of musical rhythm, creativity and self expression.

Active Play
The movement and dance activities in this toy encourage active play with upbeat songs and audio prompts, and help children build gross motor skills.